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Abstract

This paper introduces a simple yet effective data-centric ap-
proach for the task of improving persona-conditioned di-
alogue agents. Prior model-centric approaches unquestion-
ingly depend on the raw crowdsourced benchmark datasets
such as Persona-Chat. In contrast, we aim to fix annotation ar-
tifacts in benchmarking, which is orthogonally applicable to
any dialogue model. Specifically, we augment relevant per-
sonas to improve dialogue dataset/agent, by leveraging the
primal-dual structure of the two tasks, predicting dialogue
responses and personas based on each other. Experiments
on Persona-Chat show that our approach outperforms pre-
trained LMs by an 11.7 point gain in terms of accuracy.

Introduction
In personalized dialogue agents, persona grounding has
been a long-standing goal to improve both human-likeness
and dialogue consistency. For example, when given a pro-
file description such as “I am a doctor.” and “I don’t
eat meat”, dialogue agents aim to plausibly respond to dia-
logue context while endowing the machine with the persona,
e.g., “I am now working at hospital” and “I went vegan.”
respectively. To learn and evaluate such grounding, recent
research (Kim, Kim, and Kim 2020; Li et al. 2020; Song
et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2019) has proposed to encode per-
sonas based on pre-trained language models (PLMs) (De-
vlin et al. 2019; Liu et al. 2019; Radford et al. 2019), and
many persona-conditioned dialogue benchmarks have been
released such as Persona-Chat (Zhang et al. 2018), where
crowdworkers role-play following the given description of
personas to populate dialogues.

In spite of such recent significant progress, we argue that
there is much room for improving persona-grounded dia-
logue agents in the data-centric view. Specifically, as crowd-
workers often miss out on stating detailed experience and
knowledge, it is reported that several linguistic biases ex-
ist in the persona-grounded dialogue datasets, for example,
crowdworkers tend to reuse some terms of persona descrip-
tions to script dialogue utterances, e.g., “I am a doctor.”,
in which words trivially overlap to a persona sentence, or
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Figure 1: Illustration of the primal-dual task pipeline

merely script utterances as a paraphrase, e.g., “I work as a
doctor.” or “I don’t eat any meat.”.

Such annotation artifacts can be a bottleneck for learn-
ing to ground more engaging utterances and adversarially
learning not to make contradictory utterances to personas.
In practice, dialogue agents hardly respond in an engaging
manner, e.g., “I am now working at hospital.”, loosening
the linguistic ties from the given persona (Ghazarian et al.
2021). Also, on a challenging question such as “Are you ve-
gan?” and “Do you like steak?”, dialogue agents may violate
consistency (Welleck et al. 2018), e.g., responding “No” and
“Yes” respectively. A straightforward way to mitigate these
phenomena is to manually fix the dataset with additional an-
notation costs (Bowman and Dahl 2021), by asking another
crowdworkers to rewrite/augment the dialogue utterances,
but it is too expensive on a large scale.

As motivated above, in this work, we propose to auto-
matically improve the persona-conditioned dialogue dataset
to learn better persona-grounded dialogue agents. As illus-
trated in Figure 1, our key idea is to infer and add new per-
sonas from a dialogue, e.g., “I am a doctor.” 7→ I work at
hospital or “I don’t eat any meat.” 7→ I am vegan. For
that, we present a novel dual task framework, where the pri-
mal task Persona-Chat is learning persona-conditioned dia-
logue models (i.e., predicting utterances based on persona),
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whose personas are augmented by the dual yet secondary
task, namely Persona-Link (i.e., predicting personas for ut-
terances reversely). Our framework first learns the Persona-
Link models, which use dialogue contexts in Persona-Chat
as a query to augment its relevant personas, then learns the
Persona-Chat models with the augmented personas for bet-
ter persona grounding.

Straightforwardly, reversing the Persona-Chat dataset can
provide the utterance-to-persona alignments as linking su-
pervisions to train the Persona-Link models. However, using
naive closed alignments from individual dialogue episodes
may inherit the linguistic bias from Persona-Chat, which
disqualifies the ultimate role of debiasing Persona-Chat.
To tackle this challenge, we first adapt ideas from seman-
tic matching (Wu et al. 2020) to our dual task, which en-
ables augmenting open alignments out of individual di-
alogue episodes, i.e., less linguistically-biased alignments
from the whole Persona-Chat corpus. Then, furthermore,
we also leverage commonsense expansion (Majumder et al.
2020), which enables augmenting more open alignments out
of the Persona-Chat corpus itself, in a systematic way.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows: (1)
We propose an iterative framework of primal-dual tasks to
debias the Persona-Chat dataset/model without any human
effort. (2) We automate the learning of Persona-Link models
from the Persona-Chat dataset, as a desired form of debi-
asing Persona-Chat. (3) Our extensive experiments validate
that, along with linked personas, the response accuracy sig-
nificantly increases by 11.7% point on Persona-Chat com-
pared to that of using the raw dataset.

Primal-Dual Task Framework
Primal Task: Persona-Chat
The goal of the Persona-Chat task (Zhang et al. 2018) is to
personalize dialogue agents by grounding their utterances to
the given personas. The original dataset involves dialogues
between pairs of speakers: each speaker is given a hypothet-
ical profile, which is a few persona sentences that describe a
character they will imitate, and is instructed to get to know
the other. Formally, a profile is defined as a set of persona
sentences P = {p1, ..., pm} and a dialogue is defined as a set
of multi-turn utterancesU = {u1, ..., un}, and a Persona-Chat
dataset DChat = {(Pi,Ui)}Ni=1 where N is the number of di-
alogues. Based on DChat, when given persona sentences P,
dialogue history U, and response space U, the primal task
aims at finding a model f : (P,U) 7→ U.

f (P,U; θChat)
∆
= argmax

u∈U
P(u|P,U; θChat) (1)

where θChat is the parameters to be learned for model fθ. In
our setting, we adopt the response selection task (Humeau
et al. 2020). As response space U, the model has to pick
the correct response from a set of 20 choices, where the re-
maining 19 were randomly chosen utterances from the eval-
uation set. Note that in a final system, however, one would
retrieve from the entire training set of over 100k utterances,
but this is avoided for speed reasons in common evaluation
setups (Wolf et al. 2019; Humeau et al. 2020).

Dual Task: Persona-Link
Following the primal-dual structure, the Persona-Link task
can be defined as: given an arbitrary dialogue utterance u, the
output of a linking model g is its referent persona description
in persona space P. That is, the dual task aims at finding a
linking model g : u 7→ P.

g(u; θLink)
∆
= argmax

p∈P
P(p|u; θLink) (2)

where θLink is the parameters to be learned for model gθ. We
formalize the dual task as a variant of entity linking system,
where an utterance is linked to an entry in the PKB P of ar-
bitrary size, being populated from the primal dataset DChat,
i.e., P =

⋃N
i=1 Pi. To learn model gθ, we adopt the same neu-

ral architecture of the primal task (i.e., Bi-encoder) (Humeau
et al. 2020) as a base model with the cross-entropy loss.1

Algorithm 1: Primal-Dual Task Framework
Input: Original dataDChat

Output: Debiased data D̃Chat, Debiased model θ̃Chat

DLink, D̃Link ← ReverseDataset(DChat)
θLink ← Train(gθ,DLink)
θ̃Link ← Train(gθ, D̃Link, θLink)
D̃Chat ← AugmentPersona(DChat, θ̃Link)
θ̃Chat ← Train( fθ, D̃Chat)
return D̃Chat, θ̃Chat

Persona-Link

Debiased
Persona-Chat

Primal-Dual Task Pipeline
We introduce a new framework that exploits the duality (Xia
et al. 2017) of Persona-Chat and Persona-Link tasks where
the input (utterance) and output (persona) of the dual task
are roughly the inverse of its primal task.

In the training phase of the primal task, our ultimate goal
is to transform the original dialogue dataset DChat into the
debiased dataset D̃Chat by augmenting new personas, then
train the debiased dialogue model fθ from D̃Chat, which re-
duces the model dependence on linguistic bias between per-
sonas and utterances. Algorithm 1 describes its overall pro-
cedure. In the proposed framework, the linking model gθ
should be learned in advance to augment plausible personas
per a given utterance. However, the key challenge is collect-
ing the supervisory information as the training data of gθ
(denoted asDLink or D̃Link), which is capable of injecting the
debiasing ability to gθ. As illustrated in Figure 2, we mainly
discuss this in the subsequent section.

Once an arbitrary linking model gθ is obtained as the de-
sired debiasing function, we leverage gθ also in the inference
phase of the primal task, not only in training time. Specifi-
cally, as illustrated in Figure 1, a new persona is interactively
augmented per new response to ground the dialogue agents
to debiased persona-response alignments. This procedure is
repeated until the dialogue ends.

1For more flexible application, inspired by (Wu et al. 2020),
we relax the collective linking in Eq. (2) into finer-level linking
computing the utterance-to-persona score, i.e., p(pi|ui; θLink).
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Figure 2: Overall procedure of learning linking models at semantic and commonsense level for Persona-Link

Reversing Persona-Chat to Persona-Link
A straightforward way to learn the dual task, Persona-Link,
is to reverse input and output sides of the primal task each
other (Wang et al. 2021; Su, Chuang, and Chen 2020; Zhu,
Cao, and Yu 2020). However, in contrast to prior work, such
a naive approach disqualifies the ultimate role of debiasing
Persona-Chat since the Persona-Link data and model can in-
herit even the linguistic biases presented in the Persona-Chat
dataset. Thus, the Persona-Link data should involve the de-
sired asymmetric characteristics with Persona-Chat. We now
present the three phases for learning Persona-Link models.

Phase 1: Out-dialogue Semantic Matching
Basically, as supervisory data for Persona-Link, we can col-
lect the plausible alignments of persona and utterances in
individual dialogue episodes of the Persona-Chat dataset,
by using their semantic relationship. Specifically, we lever-
age natural language inference (NLI), a task of determin-
ing whether a hypothesis (e.g., persona) can be inferred
from the given premise (e.g., utterance). The hypothesis sen-
tence is classified into three categories: Entailment (true),
Contradiction (false), and Neutral (undetermined). We
adopt a RoBERTa model (Liu et al. 2019) trained on
MNLI (Wang et al. 2019). By NLI, the minimal sampling
to populate DLink is to consider the in-dialogue matching
of persona-utterance pair (u, p) as candidates, where u and
p are derived from the same dialogue episode. However, as
mentioned earlier, such (u, p) pairs in individual dialogue
episodes reportedly suffer from trivial word overlaps.

In contrast, we perform the out-dialogue matching of all
possible combinations in DChat, which is stochastically less
overlapped at lexical level. That is, such a simple strategy
can contribute to mitigating the linguistic bias in the NLI-
driven alignments, which we call seed Persona-Link dataset.

Definition 1 (Seed Persona-Link Dataset) Given DChat =
{(P j,U j)}Nj=1, a seed Persona-Link dataset can be defined
as DLink = {(ui, pi, yi)}Mi=1 where ui and pi are drawn from
DChat, i.e., ui ∈

⋃N
j=1U j and pi ∈

⋃N
j=1 P j, and binary label

yi is captured by a NLI classifier. If (ui, pi) is inferred as
Entailment, yi = 1, and yi = 0 otherwise.

Phase 2: Out-corpus Commonsense Expansion

Linguistic bias comes from the limited knowledge and ex-
perience of individual crowdworkers, which motivates the
out-dialogue matching of personas and annotated utterances.
Beyond the Persona-Chat corpus, if someone would have
world-level knowledge, she may willingly annotate more en-
gaging, less linguistically-biased utterances for a given per-
sona. For example, utterance “I don’t eat any meat.” can in-
volve commonsense attributes ‘I needed to be vegeterian’ or
‘I wanted to be healthy’, which enable drawing a new per-
sona “I am vegan” from PKB, which are not captured by
semantic matching (i.e., predicted as Neutral).

If a linking model is trained on sentence pairs of only sim-
ilar semantics, such a potentially relevant mapping cannot
be captured for generalization in inference time. Thus, since
personas and utterances are instances of world events that
often imply real-world consequences or richer information,
we propose to exploit such commonsense attributes as “an-
chors”. It may ensure the learned representations are well
associated via reasoning effects (Liu et al. 2020; Majumder
et al. 2020) beyond the semantically close alignments.

Specifically, we populate an augmented dataset D̃Link that
expands pairs in DLink based on commonsense knowledge.
For commonsense expansion, we capture implicit attributes
of either personas and utterances and annotate them as meta-
data, using GPT2 based commonsense knowledge genera-
tors (Hwang et al. 2021) (Appendix A). The commonsense
attributes are surrounded by special tokens and concatenated
into a single sequence with persona or utterance.

Definition 2 (Commonsense Persona-Link Dataset) Given
DLink = {(ui, pi, yi)}Mi=1, its commonsense-expanded set is de-
fined as D̃Link = {(ũi, p̃i, yi)}Mi=1 where expanded samples ũi
and p̃i are obtained by a commonsense expansion function
ψ : (ui or pi) → (ũi or p̃i). This function provides tuples
that belong to nine relation types spanning over cause-effect
interrelations between events: xAttr, xEffect, xIntent,
xNeed, xReact, xWant, oEffect, oReact, oWant— where
a prefix ‘x’ indicates an effect or cause on the person and ‘o’
denotes the same on others. We present more details of the
commonsense expansion function in Appendix A.
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Dialogue model Linking model R@1/20 ↑ R@5/20 ↑ MRR ↑ Contradict@1 ↓
Bi-encoder N/A 0.814 0.973 0.882 0.075

Cross-encoder 0.884 0.991 0.930 0.040

Bi-encoder

Manual Paraphrasing 0.758 0.961 0.876 0.088
Paraphrasing 0.769 0.963 0.851 0.094
Bi-encoder 0.881 0.987 0.927 0.053

Cross-encoder 0.881 0.988 0.928 0.043

Bi-encoder Persona-Link (small PKB) 0.904 0.992 0.943 0.039
Persona-Link (large PKB) 0.931 0.993 0.959 0.027

Table 1: The performance of dialogue models on Persona-Chat testset

Phase 3: Learning with Label Regularization
As many commonsense attributes are commonly shared be-
tween utterance and persona, they are likely to be relevant to
each other although the NLI-driven label indicates negative.
On the other hand, not always such an assumption is true
since generated commonsense attributes are often ambigu-
ous or over-claimed. These concerns motivate us to better
regularize learning on D̃Link by well-calibrated soft labels.
That is, the expanded set D̃Link on the denser space may not
strictly follow the pre-annotated binary labels from NLI.

To address this, we argue that the linking model trained
on DLink can be a good reference point. Specifically, we
first train a linking model θLink only with the semantic-level
Persona-Link dataset DLink, which can further perform in-
ference over new data samples (ũ, p̃) to compute their out-
puts as new labels P(p̃|ũ; θLink). By regularizing by the se-
mantic feature space of θLink, the commonsense-expanded
dataset can have well-calibrated labels for encoding com-
monsense attributes. We thus train another linking model
θ̃Link with dual goals of following not only the original hard
labels but also new soft labels as:

θLink = argminθ
∑

(u,p,y)∈DLink

L(y, P(p|u; θ)) (3)

θ̃Link = argminθ
∑

(ũ,p̃,y)∈D̃Link

L(y, P(p̃|ũ; θ)) (4)

+ λ · L(P(p̃|ũ; θLink), P(p̃|ũ; θ))

where λ is a preference weight with the distillation loss. To
compute the linking score P(p|u; θ) and the cross-entropy
loss L, based on the Bi-encoder architecture allowing for
fast and real-time inference, we follow the optimization pro-
cedure (Logeswaran et al. 2019; Humeau et al. 2020; Jeong
et al. 2021) of retrieval-based models (e.g., information re-
trieval, entity linking, and response selection): The network
is trained to maximize the score of the correct persona p
with respect to the (randomly sampled) personas of the same
batch (i.e., in-batch negatives).

Inference Once a linking model θ̃Link is learned, given a
utterance u in Persona-Chat, we follow Eq. (2) to augment a
new persona into the original dialogue episode. Considering
that the development/test sets of Persona-Chat are unseen, as
PKB P, we only use a list of personas involved in the training
set of Persona-Chat at least once.

Persona-Chat Evaluation
As bias analysis in benchmark datasets is a non-trivial prob-
lem (Bowman and Dahl 2021; Torralba and Efros 2011), we
measure the response quality of dialogue models as a proxy
of bias mitigation. We measure Recall@k/N and MRR as
the model performance to the gold utterance, where N = 20
and k = [1, 5]. Another metric is Contradict@1, indicating
the textual disagreement judged by an NLI model: the pro-
portion of contradictory responses in the top-1 candidates
returned by dialogue agents, i.e., consistency error ratio.

Performance with White-box Training
For the experiment on white-box settings (i.e., augmenting
personas in both training and inference time), we consider
following six models including two Persona-Link variants
as the candidates to be analyzed.

1) Paraphrasing: As unsupervised data augmenta-
tion (Xie et al. 2020), we consider an off-the-shelf para-
phrasing system in (Mallinson, Sennrich, and Lapata 2017),
where personas were translated into a foreign language and
back-translated as paraphrases.

2) Manual Paraphrasing: As labor-intensive augmen-
tation, we use manually revised persona sentences addi-
tionally presented in Persona-Chat, where extra workers
rephrased them to remove trivial word overlap.

3) Bi-encoder: As an IR baseline of linking model (Wu
et al. 2020) trained on DLink, we use two transformers that
separately encode utterance and persona, and multi-sentence
scoring over the pre-computed cache of personas.

4) Cross-encoder: We consider using a single trans-
former (Humeau et al. 2020) that uses a richer self-attention
mechanism, jointly encoding utterance and persona inDLink
to obtain the final representation, which is impractical for
real-time use.

5) Persona-Link (small PKB): Our proposed linking
model with a smaller Persona Knowledge Base (PKB),
caching 1K personas which are randomly sampled from the
primal datasetDChat.

6) Persona-Link (large PKB): Using the same model,
we present the original version of our approach, where all
5K personas fromDChat are plugged into its PKB.

Table 1 shows the overall performance of dialogue mod-
els trained with different linking models. Models paired with
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Linking model
Dialogue model

Pretrained on Wikipedia Pretrained on Reddit
R@1/20↑ R@5/20 ↑ MRR ↑ Ctrd.@1 ↓ R@1/20↑ R@5/20 ↑ MRR ↑ Ctrd.@1 ↓

No persona (0%)
N/A 0.591 0.870 0.711 0.174 0.659 0.900 0.766 0.144
Bi-encoder 0.699 0.936 0.802 0.120 0.773 0.960 0.853 0.094
Persona-Link 0.733 0.956 0.828 0.113 0.805 0.970 0.876 0.078
Incomplete persona (80%)
N/A 0.768 0.953 0.848 0.094 0.825 0.973 0.889 0.073
Bi-encoder 0.768 0.966 0.850 0.094 0.845 0.984 0.905 0.064
Persona-Link 0.785 0.972 0.864 0.093 0.858 0.985 0.913 0.058
Original persona (100%)
N/A 0.814 0.973 0.882 0.075 0.868 0.986 0.919 0.054

Table 2: The response quality of Persona-Chat models, observing debiased personas added at test time. In advance, in-dialogue
persona sentences were randomly removed, and link models augmented in-context personas based on dialogue histories.

Persona-Link variants significantly outperform other base-
lines for all measures. This suggests that training dialogue
model with well augmented personas helps the model to
be more persona-grounded and consistent which is a pri-
mary goal in persona-based dialogue literature. Further-
more, as the performance gain increases with the size of
PKB used for Persona-Link, we believe that populating big-
ger PKB improves the performance. Another observation is
that Persona-Link variants outperform both manual and au-
tomatic paraphrasing approaches on every measure. Even
though paraphrasing techniques might contribute to richer
representation of personas, we argue that the paraphrasing
approaches are limited to mitigating the trivial word over-
lap while utterances can be expressed in much flexible way
in persona-based dialogue. While Bi- and Cross-encoder
linking models result in better performance compare to
the paraphrasing-based linking models due to out-dialogue
matching which aims to mitigate linguistic bias, Persona-
Link variants outperform in both measures. Especially, we
observe all Persona-Link variants outperform Cross-encoder
which compromises high computational cost for perfor-
mance. We further analyze how Persona-Link achieves bet-
ter performance in Persona-Link Evaluation section.

Performance with Black-box Training

To demonstrate that the augmented persona is not over-
claimed by out-dialogue matching or out-corpus expansion,
we compare the quality of augmented persona using dual
task models. For that, we simulate a setting where none or
few persona information is provided and new personas are
augmented only in inference time by using off-the-shelf di-
alogue agents (i.e., learned without augmenting personas in
training time). Inspired by the evaluation method of measur-
ing the relevance of generated response in (Su et al. 2020),
we use the pre-trained dialogue agents as our diagnosis
model assuming that the response quality of the model re-
flects the suitability of augmented persona in given dialogue
contexts. That is, the suitability of the augmented persona to
the context would be low if the augmented personas, which
replace partial or entire persona of dataset, cause the failure
of pre-trained dialogue agents. For the diagnosis agents, we

adopt two dialogue models of Bi-encoder; each pretrained
on Wikipedia (BERT-like; Devlin et al. 2019) or Reddit (an
adapted setup for dialogue; Mazaré et al. 2018), and both
fine-tuned on DChat. Note that, during fine-tuning, the dia-
logue agents only observe the original personas. As dual task
models, we adopt two linking models; Bi-encoder trained on
DLink and our Persona-Link trained on D̃Link.

Specifically, the original persona sentences were removed
at a given percentage; No persona eradicates the whole per-
sona information and Incomplete persona discards 20%. In
test time, linking models generate personas based on the ut-
terance histories and merge them into the sample for test-
ing dialogue models2. With persona augmentation, Table 2
shows the overall performance of dialogue models. In each
setting, we report the base performance with information
limit, where no linking model is available, i.e., N/A. In the
last row, we report the upper bound performance, where di-
alogue models access full information of Original persona.

First, compared to N/A, we observe linking models sig-
nificantly improve (+14.6% at most) response quality by
backtracking personas from utterances for the augmenta-
tion. Dialogue models seem to benefit from augmented per-
sonas, even though the models haven’t seen them in train-
ing process, suggesting that personas provided by Persona-
Link successfully keep contextual relevance to the given
dialogues. Second, Persona-Link models outperform Bi-
encoder models in all settings. As the only difference be-
tween the two is commonsense expansion with regularized
training, our approach seems to enrich dual task with com-
mon knowledge beyond the alignments in Persona-Chat.
Thirdly, the performance gain is the greatest in the persona-
free setup, which is common in real-world scenarios. This
suggests that our persona augmentation may boost dialogue
agents in bootstrapping user profiles on-the-fly. As observ-
ing only debiased personas improves a trained agent, we
conclude that our approach efficiently counteracts linguistic
bias in Persona-Chat.

Now, we examine how persona augmentation calibrates

2For fair comparison, all utterances on the development set re-
mained unseen by linking models. Also, for faster computation, all
utterances in dialogue were concurrently processed in batch.
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Agent’s personas:
My mom is a secretary.
I am a bodybuilder.
I have one brother.
(-) I like to eat a lot of meat.
(+) I am a meat eater.
(+) My favorite meal is steak.
Dialogue history:
User: Hi there, how are you tonight?
Agent: Great. I just finished a huge steak. How are you?
User: I am good, drinking some scotch.
Response without augmented personas:
Agent: Cool! What are your hobbies?
Response with augmented personas:
Agent: I am major meat eater to build muscles.

Table 3: The model calibration in response retrieval task
based on online persona augmentation. After removing per-
sona (-), a linking model augmented personas (+), which
calibrates the prediction of dialogue agent, with any param-
eter updates.

model prediction in response retrieval, by showing an ex-
ample in Table 3. After removing a persona in advance,
a linking model augments its own personas into context
based on dialogue history. Observing additional information
relevant to utterances (i.e.meal) and linguistically debiased
(i.e.steak), the model prediction was calibrated online to re-
trieve the gold response, which is more consistent and en-
gaging. Note that we use the same dialogue model to retrieve
both responses. (See Appendix C for details).

Persona-Link Evaluation
In this section, we conduct additional experiments to evalu-
ate the proposed process for the dual task.

Overall Linking Performance
To study the model accuracy to the dual task, we per-
form comparative experiments of Persona-Link. To find
ground truth pairs for Persona-Link, we manually collect
300 utterance-persona pairs from the test data in Persona-
Chat, including 230 unique ground truth personas with seven
annotators, which achieve a very good agreement (Cohen’s
kappa = 0.86). The number of utterances per persona is 1.16.
As in Persona-Chat evaluation, we measure Recall@k and
MRR as the model performance to the gold persona.

We consider five IR baselines trained on DLink: Cosine
Similarity, BM25 (Robertson et al. 1995), K-NRM (Xiong
et al. 2017) Conv-KNRM (Dai et al. 2018), and Bi-
encoder (Humeau et al. 2020). Also, to investigate the im-
pact of commonsense expansion and label regularization,
we consider two variants of our approach using alternative
expansion methods: EDA (Wei and Zou 2019), and Para-
phrasing (Mallinson, Sennrich, and Lapata 2017). More de-
tails for these baselines are presented in Appendix B.

Table 4 shows the overall linking performance. First,
we observe that among IR baselines trained on DLink, Bi-
encoder achieves the best performance, which validates our

Linking Model R@1 R@10 MRR
Cosine Similarity 0.108 0.349 0.190
BM25 0.491 0.792 0.595
K-NRM 0.294 0.591 0.384
CONV-KNRM 0.345 0.628 0.439
Bi-encoder 0.583 0.871 0.684
Ours (EDA) 0.599 0.885 0.709
Ours (Para) 0.610 0.885 0.715
Ours 0.669 0.922 0.759

Table 4: Linking performance on Persona-Link

(a) w/o commonsense
expansion

(b) w/ commonsense
expansion

Figure 3: t-SNE visualization on the development set. The
colored points indicate the utterance embeddings relevant to
persona “I have a marketing job”.

Figure 4: Similarity with respect to linking method.

choice of base model for the dual task. Second, all mod-
els trained on DLink show poorer results than Ours and its
variants using expansion methods with regularized training.
This means that leveraging expanded dataset and calibrat-
ing labels into soft labels is more appropriate than naive
IR models. Finally, Ours outperforms its variants (and other
linking models as well) in all metrics. We note that while ut-
terance or persona remains semantically similar by EDA or
paraphrasing, Ours expands some commonsense attributes
so that potentially relevant mapping can be captured. This
supports the efficacy of exploiting commonsense as anchors,
which may associates learned representations beyond the se-
mantically close alignments. In Figure 3, we visualize the
utterance embeddings without (Figure 3a) and with (Fig-
ure 3b) commonsense expansion. We observe that the ut-
terance embeddings relevant to a persona gets closer with
commonsense expansion, which can be a possible explana-
tion for the performance boost of Ours exploiting common-
sense over its variants.
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Figure 5: Performance with respect to PI result.

Figure 6: Performance with respect to data size.

Analysis on Linguistic Bias
In addition to the linking performance, we further analyze
the linked utterance-to-persona alignments by linking mod-
els to see their linguistic bias. We plot the linguistic simi-
larity between utterance-to-persona alignments in Figure 4.
Following (Park et al. 2019), we calculate Jaccard similar-
ity and METEOR, widely known metric for lexical similar-
ity and semantic similarity, respectively. Jaccard similarity
measures word co-occurrence and METEOR measures ex-
act, stem, synonym, and paraphrase matches. For both met-
rics, an alignment with lower similarity can be seen as the
one with less linguistic bias. Two models drop the original
similarity from 0.2 to 0.1 on average, indicating the efficacy
of out-dialogue semantic matching. Ours shows a slight de-
crease compared to out-dialogue model which confirms that
Ours successfully leverages the commonsense expansion to
align utterances to debiased persona.

We compare the performance of θLink and θ̃Link in se-
mantically different pair sets to investigate whether com-
monsense expansion helps the model link to debiased per-
sona. Here, we use a BERT model fine-tuned with a popular
paraphrase identification (PI) dataset called Quora Question
Pairs to split our utterance-persona pairs into semantically
equivalent and non-equivalent sets. With this model, only
35.5% of utterance-persona pairs are inferred as positive
(i.e., paraphrase). For analysis, in Figure 5, we split the over-
all utterance-persona pairs into positive and negative sets by
the PI model, and ablate the performance of linking model
with or without using commonsense knowledge and label
regularization. As a result, while θ̃Link shows better perfor-
mance than θLink in all sets, θ̃Link achieves much better per-
formance in negative set of R@10. This demonstrates the

advantage of using commonsense knowledge, which gives
the model the ability to link semantically different pairs that
leads θ̃Link to link utterance to debiased persona.

Next, we evaluate how commonsense expansion affects
when only a limited number of examples are provided in
train time. Figure 6 shows the linking performance grouped
by frequency of utterance-persona pairs in the training data
in terms of R@10. Here, the performance means how well
the model links utterances to their gold persona when the
utterance-persona pair of the gold persona is not provided or
few in train time. We observe that θ̃Link has more balanced
performance for any persona groups, which is the effect of
using commonsense knowledge, which can work as pivots
when the utterance and persona has similar commonsense
in common. Especially, θ̃Link shows the significant improve-
ment for unseen personas (w/o any aligned training data)
compared to θLink, which shows that θ̃Link may be applicable
to zero-shot linking. Since θ̃Link shows great performance to
unseen utterance-persona pairs, we suggest to use our link-
ing model with a large set of personas.

Related Work
Building personalized dialogue agents has been a popular
task recently. Zhang et al. (2018) introduced the Persona-
Chat dataset, a crowd-sourced conversation dataset with per-
sona information, to improve model engagingness and con-
sistency. Based on such data, recent works focus on improv-
ing persona-grounded dialogue agent’s performance (Kim,
Kim, and Kim 2020; Li et al. 2020; Song et al. 2020;
Huang, Zhu, and Gao 2020; Zhang et al. 2019; Luo et al.
2019). Yavuz et al. (2019) designed the DeepCopy model,
which leverages copy mechanism to incorporate persona
texts. Song et al. (2019) integrated persona texts into the
Per-CVAE model for generating diverse responses. How-
ever, prior work reports several linguistic bias which hamper
learning to ground more engaging and consistent utterances.

Few recent works focused on augmenting grounding with
commonsense knowledge with successful applications in
open-domain dialogue agent (Ghazvininejad et al. 2018;
Moon et al. 2019). Ghazvininejad et al. (2018) general-
izes the Seq2Seq approach to neural conversation models by
combining conversational and KG data. Moon et al. (2019)
propose DialKG walker model that learns the transitions
of dialogue contexts as structured traversals over KG. In
this work, we extend this effort into improving persona-
grounded dialogue dataset in data-centric view via augment-
ing relevant personas.

Conclusion
In this work, we propose a primal-dual task framework to de-
bias the Persona-Chat dataset and its dialogue model without
any human effort. By exploiting external LMs and knowl-
edge distillation in a systematic way of overcoming the lin-
guistic bias in Persona-Chat, our linking model was effective
in improving 11.7% in dialogue accuracy from BERT Bi-
encoder model using the original Persona-Chat dataset. We
hope future research to leverage the graph structure of PKB
with commonsense attributes for better persona linking.
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